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The aim of this study was to investigate the hypothesis that semantic information facilitates
auditory and visual spatial learning and memory. An auditory spatial task was administered,
whereby healthy participants were placed in the center of a semi-circle that contained an array
of speakers where the locations of nameable and non-nameable sounds were learned. In the
visual spatial task, locations of pictures of abstract art intermixed with nameable objects were
learned by presenting these items in specific locations on a computer screen. Participants
took part in both the auditory and visual spatial tasks, which were counterbalanced for order
and were learned at the same rate. Results showed that learning and memory for the spatial
locations of nameable sounds and pictures was significantly better than for non-nameable stimuli.
Interestingly, there was a cross-modal learning effect such that the auditory task facilitated
learning of the visual task and vice versa. In conclusion, our results support the hypotheses
that the semantic representation of items, as well as the presentation of items in different
modalities, facilitate spatial learning and memory.
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Introduction
Spatial memory is based on the formation of a cognitive map,
i.e., a mental representation of the spatial relationships among
various elements in the environment. It has been shown to be
critically dependent on the hippocampus (Scoville and Milner,
1957; O’Keefe, 1978; Maguire et al., 1998; Bohbot et al., 2004). It
is allocentric, meaning that the relationship between environmental
elements or landmarks is constructed independently of the position of the observer. However, it is less well understood whether a
cognitive map can be formed of abstract sensory features as readily
as a cognitive map based on semantically meaningful elements. In
other words, does prior semantic knowledge of elements facilitate
the learning of their spatial relationships? Here, we ask whether
semantic elaboration has an impact on spatial memory based on
a cognitive map.
Previous research in the area of spatial memory and cognition
has revealed several factors that influence location memory, such
as emotional valence (Crawford and Cacioppo, 2002) and generation and mental rehearsal of words (Slamecka and Graf, 1978;
Greene, 1992; Mulligan, 2001; Marsh, 2006). Additionally, object
location memory was previously found to be better in women
(Silverman and Eals, 1992; Eals and Silverman, 1994; James and
Kimura, 1997; Barnfield, 1999), but Choi and L’Hirondelle (2005)
suggested that the female advantage was due to superior verbal
memory ability, and that this effect disappeared when objects
are abstract or unfamiliar. The findings of the above mentioned
studies are very intriguing and reflect the current state of object
location memory research. Here, we extend this research by raising
specific questions pertaining to semantic elaboration and object
location memory.
Semantic elaboration can be defined as the process of rehearsal
of a stimulus representation in words. It is well known that for
many memory tasks, semantic elaboration during learning leads
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to better recall than does learning without semantic elaboration
(Hyde and Jenkins, 1969; Craik and Tulving, 1975; Belmore, 1981;
Mennemeier et al., 1992; Brown and Lloyd-Jones, 2006). This effect
is often referred to as the levels-of-processing effect (Craik and
Lockhart, 1972) and has been shown in several types of verbal
recall tasks, usually involving lists of words. It has also been tested
for recalling details about nameable pictures (Marks, 1989) and the
recall of faces (Anderson and Reder, 1979; Bruce and Young, 1986;
Schooler et al., 1996; Brown and Lloyd-Jones, 2006), but it has not
yet been investigated for auditory stimuli. It has also not yet been
investigated how simply the ability to name a stimulus, which by
definition involves more semantic elaboration than perceiving a
stimulus without assigning it a name, may aid in storing and retrieving spatial memories. The purpose of this study is to investigate
how naming a sound or visual object might lead to better spatial
memory, and if it does, whether it is pervasive across modalities.
A study by Marks (1989) examined the degree to which elaborative processing of picture names affects retention of the names
and content of the pictures. In this experiment, participants
always had initial semantic access by naming the picture, because
all the pictures of familiar objects used were easily nameable. It
was found that further semantic elaboration, by rehearsal of the
name of the picture in a sentence, leads to better name recall and
name recognition. Semantic elaboration did not, on the other
hand, benefit picture-recognition performance, measured as the
participants’ ability to remember specific details about the picture.
This suggests that while semantic elaboration facilitates memory
for picture names, it does not aid memory for perceptual details
of the pictures. This study confirms that semantic elaboration
does help recall and suggests that labeled pictures are encoded
in two separate ways: semantic access to the picture’s name and
perceptual details of the picture itself. The semantic aspect is
aided by semantic elaboration, while memory for the perceptual
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details is not. This implies that visual stimuli that can be named
may be easier to remember because there are two different routes
for encoding.
Klatzky et al. (2002) investigated whether multiple locations of
stimuli could be learned from spatial language (a verbal description
of the locations) as easily as from auditory and visual perception.
The stimuli were all names of objects, either spoken, or written.
Stimuli were presented sequentially through a head-mounted virtual reality display for the visual condition, in which the object
labels appeared on simulated cards in a particular virtual direction relative to the participant. In the auditory condition, stimuli
were presented from loudspeakers at target azimuths. In a third
condition, the locations of these same stimuli were described using
spatial language. Recall of directions was tested in all groups by
using objects’ names as probes. The experimenters found that sets
of five stimulus locations were learned more slowly using spatial
language than using either visual or auditory perceptual cues. The
authors suggest that this difference arises because the semantic
representation of a place must be converted into a spatial representation. This is different from Marks (1989) because in the latter
study, semantic elaboration was used in addition to perceptual
representation, whereas in Klatzky et al. (2002) the two representations were presented separately. Nevertheless, results of both studies
suggest that there are two possible paths to encoding and recall:
the actual stimulus paired with the location (perceptual), and the
name of that stimulus paired with the description of the stimulus
or the location (semantic). Taken together, these studies suggest that
using both pathways is superior to using either one of them, and
also that the perceptual pathway alone is better than the semantic
pathway alone for spatial learning.
While there is evidence that semantic elaboration plays a role
in spatial memory, previous studies assessed it using verbal material. In this study, both verbal and non-verbal material was intermixed into one session in order to directly contrast the two learning
conditions. In addition, we replicated our study design with two
independent modalities. The aim of this study was to investigate
whether naming stimuli facilitates the learning of their locations in
both the auditory and visual modalities. We hypothesized that, in
both audition and vision, stimuli that are semantically meaningful,
i.e., stimuli that can be named in words, would have better spatial
encoding and recall than non-semantically meaningful stimuli, i.e.,
stimuli that cannot be named. We further hypothesized that the
advantage of nameable stimuli over non-nameable stimuli would
remain despite a practice effect over two sessions with different
stimuli in both the auditory and visual modalities.

MaterIals and Methods
partIcIpants

Twenty young healthy participants (12 women, 8 men) with no
known vision or hearing problems were recruited. Ages ranged
from 20 to 35 (mean = 23.9). Participants were tested in either
English or French. Each volunteer participated in two auditory spatial memory sessions and two visual spatial memory sessions, counterbalanced for order of presentation within and across modalities
as well as for stimulus set (Table 1). Informed consent was obtained
from all participants and the experiment was approved by the local
ethics committee.
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Table 1 | Experimental design.

Group 1

First task

Second task

Visual

Auditory

Session 1 (set 1)
Session 2 (set 2)
Group 2

Visual
Session 2 (set 4)
Auditory

Session 1 (set 3)
Session 2 (set 4)
Visual

Session 1 (set 2)
Session 2 (set 1)
Group 4

Session 2 (set 2)
Auditory

Session 1 (set 3)
Group 3

Session 1 (set 1)

Auditory

Session 1 (set 2)
Session 2 (set 1)
Visual

Session 1 (set 4)

Session 1 (set 4)

Session 2 (set 3)

Session 2 (set 3)

MaterIals and apparatus

Non-semantically meaningful sounds

Sounds of 1 s duration were used. They had been previously
assessed to not be easily nameable in a pilot study (for example
chains grinding, baboon call). Three non-semantic stimuli were
used for each session, intermixed with three semantic stimuli. Two
out of four sets of three stimuli were used for each participant, and
the order of presentation was counterbalanced.
Semantically meaningful sounds

Sounds of familiar objects, 1 s in duration, previously demonstrated
in a pilot study to be easily nameable (for example bird call, telephone ring) were used. Three semantic stimuli were used for each
session, intermixed with three non-semantic stimuli. Two out of
four sets of three stimuli were used for each participant, and the
order of presentation was counterbalanced.
Non-semantically meaningful pictures

Rectangular abstract colored pictures previously demonstrated not
to be readily nameable were used. Three non-semantic stimuli were
used for each session, intermixed with three semantic stimuli. Two
out of four sets of three non-semantic stimuli were used for each
participant, and the order of presentation was counterbalanced. All
three non-semantic pictures per set had similar colors.
Semantically meaningful pictures

Black and white pictures of familiar objects (for example apple,
acorn) were used. Three semantic stimuli were used per session,
intermixed with three non-semantic stimuli. Two out of four sets
of three semantic stimuli were used for each participant, and the
order of presentation was counterbalanced.
A large auditory array, 2.3 m in diameter, was used to present
the stimuli. The array formed a 180° semi-circle with the listener
at the center and the speakers evenly spaced out (Figure 1). This
array consisted of 13 speakers, one of which was placed in the center
and the others 15° apart, arranged in one plane at the level of the
listener’s head. The speakers were wired such that any sound being
played by the computer could be directed through a switchboard to
a particular speaker. Only six of the 13 possible speaker locations
were used per session. The entire array was covered with black fabric
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to conceal its three supporting legs and the positions of the speakers
from the participants. To indicate both perceived and remembered
sound locations, participants pointed with a laser. Location was
measured in reference to a discreet paper lining the bottom of the
array approximately at the participants’ shoulder level, with tick
marks every 5° and without any other inscriptions of any kind.
All pictures were presented on a computer monitor using
PowerPoint (Microsoft). For the encoding, the screen was effectively
divided into 16 separate sections where pictures might appear. For
each stimulus set, a PowerPoint presentation was created in which
each slide contained one picture. The first six slides showed six
pictures in their specific locations (for example, the apple appeared
in the bottom right corner of the screen, Figure 2). The experimenter scrolled through the frames for a stimulus presentation
of approximately 1 s per picture. Following an instruction slide
which informed participants that the upcoming trial was a recall
trial, six slides were presented containing the same pictures but in
a new arrangement, all in the center of the screen. In recall trials,
participants used the computer mouse to drag the pictures to the
places on the screen where they remembered having seen them during encoding. Encoding slides and recall slides alternated 12 times,
always with pictures presented in a different arrangement in each
PowerPoint presentation. The two types of trials were separated
each time by an instruction slide that indicated whether the following trial would be a “Learning Trial” or “Recall Trial” and that
repeated the instructions for that particular type of trial.
procedure

Participants first took part in a practice session which included
semantic and non-semantic stimuli that were not used in the
experimental tasks. In the auditory practice task, participants heard
the practice sound in four different locations to get accustomed
to localizing sounds, turning their head toward the sounds, and
pointing to the locations with the laser. In the visual practice task,

FigurE 1 | Auditory spatial memory task: setting and procedure. Top
view of the auditory spatial memory array. Thirteen speakers were placed at
regular intervals along the semi-circular array. Semantic and non-semantic
sounds were presented for 1 s in randomized order at a 1-s ISI.
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participants saw four practice pictures in the center of the screen to
get accustomed to localizing the pictures on the monitor and dragging and dropping icons with the mouse. Following the practice
session, participants were administered two experimental sessions
in one modality followed by two experimental sessions in the other
modality. Each session consisted of 12 trials where participants
had to learn the location of the stimuli. Each trial consisted of an
encoding and a recall segment. Each session was given with a different set of stimuli. In the auditory-first and visual-first groups, 10
participants heard stimulus sets 1 and 2 (three non-semantic, three
semantic for each set) for Sessions 1 and 2. The other 10 participants
heard stimulus sets 3 and 4 (three non-semantic, three semantic
for each set) for Sessions 1 and 2. Each stimulus set had different
stimuli presented to different locations. The order of presentation
was counterbalanced. For example, five of the participants hearing
stimulus sets 1 and 2 heard set 1 in the first session and set 2 in the
second session, and the other five heard set 2 first and then set 1.
The same was true for sets 3 and 4.
Encoding phase

In the auditory task, the three non-semantic and three semantic
sounds, randomly interspersed, were presented to specific speakers
in the array, one after the other, with a 1 s inter-stimulus interval.
Participants were instructed to try to remember the locations of
sounds as precisely as possible, but not to pay attention to the order
of presentation. They turned their heads toward each sound as it
was being played and pointed the laser to its location. After each
sound, participants returned head and laser to the forward position.
Localization of the stimuli was recorded on the first learning trial
only and was used to assess recall performance. The rationale for

FigurE 2 | Visual spatial memory task: setting and procedures. Examples
of stimuli used in the visual spatial memory experiment. Each slide shown
here was presented individually during the encoding phase.
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doing so was that the introduction of a localization session within
the training session would have introduced further uncontrolled
opportunities to encode the location information. Furthermore,
should localization have gotten better with practice, this would have
no effect on the learning curves due to the criteria used to assess
correct performance and consequently this would have no effect on
the data reported in this paper. In the visual task, both non-semantic
and semantic pictures, randomly interspersed, were presented at
specific locations on the monitor. Participants were instructed to
try to remember the locations of the pictures as precisely as possible
and to ignore the order of presentation.
Recall phase

In the auditory task, the same stimuli as in the encoding phase were
presented in a different randomized order through headphones.
Participants turned their heads and used the laser to indicate the
location from which they had previously heard the sound come.
In the visual task, the stimuli were presented in a different (randomized) order in the center of the computer screen. Participants
indicated remembered locations by clicking with the mouse and
dragging the pictures to where they remembered them appearing
in the previous encoding trial. Encoding and recall trials were alternated for each participant until recall was correct for all sounds on
two trials in a row or until 12 trials were completed.
QuestIonnaIre

After completion of both the visual and auditory components of the
experiment, participants were given a questionnaire in which they
indicated what kind of strategies they used in order to remember
locations for both auditory and visual stimuli. They were also asked
whether they named any stimuli in either modality, and if so, which
ones they named. After filling out the questionnaire, participants
were debriefed with a written explanation of the experiment and
the opportunity to ask any questions they may have had.
dependent varIables

Two dependent variables were used as a measure of recall: trials to
criterion (TTC) and the number of correct locations on trial 3 (T3).
Criterion was reached when all stimuli were recalled correctly on
two trials in a row (the mean number of TTC is 6), with a maximum of 12 trials per session. The sound locations were judged to
be correct if the participant pointed anywhere between the actual
location and the perceived location (recorded on trial 1 during the
localization of the stimuli), plus 5° on either side. For the pictures,
locations were judged to be correct when placed within 0.25′′ from
the actual location in any direction on the PowerPoint ruler. The
number of correct locations on T3 was used as a dependent variable
because it was a mid-point to criterion.
analysIs

A mixed model ANOVA was conducted for both the visual and
auditory task in order to investigate whether participants who
started with one modality task or the other differed in performance,
taking into account practice and the semantic property of stimuli.
Session (Session 1 vs. Session 2) and Semantic Property (semantic
vs. non-semantic stimuli) were considered within-subjects factors and First Task (auditory-first vs. visual-first) was considered
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a between-subjects factor in the analysis. Effect sizes for withinand between-subjects factors were calculated using the within- and
between-variances as denominators, respectively, as suggested in
Salkind (2010). We will consider semantic elaboration and crossmodal effects separately.

results
seMantIc elaboratIon

For both auditory and visual modalities, there was a significant difference on both measures of recall for non-semantic vs. semantic
stimuli, with the semantic recall being better (fewer TTC; higher
number of correct answers on the third trial). Participants’ performance improved in Session 2 relative to Session 1, whereby fewer
TTC were required and number of correct answers on the third
trial increased. Spatial memory for semantic stimuli remained significantly better than spatial memory for non-semantic stimuli in
Sessions 1 and 2 in both modalities.
In the auditory task, the main effects showed that participants
had better performance in terms of TTC with semantic rather than
with non-semantic stimuli, indicating that the location of semantic
sounds was easier to remember [F(1,18) = 9.43, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.09].
The same was found in terms of number of correct answers on T3
[F(1,18) = 9.18, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.12]. When looking at practice effects,
there was a significant difference in performance in terms of correct
responses on T3, where participants performed better in Session 2
than in Session 1 [F(1,18) = 6.13, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.10; Figure 3B]. In
addition, participants performed better in terms of TTC in Session
2 compared to Session 1 (Figure 3A), which closely approached
statistical significance [F(1,18) = 3.79, p = 0.067, η2 = 0.07]. Thus,
participants got better with practice in the auditory task.
Paired-wise comparisons using paired samples t-tests were conducted in order to determine the differences in semantic property
within each session. In Session 1, there was a significant difference between semantic and non-semantic stimuli in terms of both
TTC [t(19) = 2.17, p < 0.05; Figure 3A] and correct answers on
T3 [t(19) = −2.70, p < 0.01; Figure 3B]. In Session 2, there was
also a significant difference between the two types of stimuli in
terms of TTC [t(19) = 1.78, p < 0.05; Figure 3A]. This difference
approached significance for correct answers on T3 [t(19) = −1.63,
p = 0.06; Figure 3B].
In the visual task, the results paralleled those of the auditory task.
The main effects showed that participants had better performance
in terms of TTC with semantic rather than with non-semantic
stimuli, indicating that the location of semantic images was easier to
remember than that of abstract images [F(1,18) = 123.67, p < 0.001,
η2 = 0.46]. The same result was found in terms of number of correct answers on T3 [F(1,18) = 40.39, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.30]. Thus,
it seems that the locations of semantic stimuli, whether they are
sounds or images, are recalled better than non-semantic ones. When
looking at practice effects, participants performed significantly
better in Session 2 compared to Session 1 in terms of both TTC
[F(1,18) = 4.67, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.05; Figure 3C] and correct answers
on T3 [F(1,18) = 8.10, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.07; Figure 3D].
Paired-wise comparisons using paired samples t-tests were
conducted in order to look at the effect of semantic property
within each session. In Session 1, there was a significant difference
between semantic and non-semantic stimuli in terms of both TTC
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FigurE 3 | Semantic vs. non-semantic learning effects. (A,C) Trials to
criterion for spatial recall of non-semantically meaningful and semantically
meaningful stimuli. The non-semantic stimuli required significantly more trials
to reach criterion in both sessions than the semantic stimuli in the auditory
and visual tasks. There was a tendency toward significance for performance
to be better in Session 2 than in Session 1 in the auditory task, and this effect
was significant in the visual task. (B,D) Mean number of correct items

[t(19) = 5.67, p < 0.001] and correct answers on T3 [t(19) = −3.82,
p < 0.001; Figures 3C,D]. In Session 2, the same results were found
in terms of TTC [t(19) = 6.12, p < 0.001] and correct answers on
T3 [t(19) = −3.68, p < 0.001; Figures 3C,D].
cross-Modal task order effects

A comparison of the auditory scores was made between two
groups of participants: those who performed the auditory task
first and those who performed the auditory task after the visual
task. A comparison of the visual scores was also made between
two groups of participants: those who performed the visual task
first, and those who performed the visual task after the auditory
task (Figure 4). In the visual modality, there was a difference in
performance between the two groups in both sessions, with a significantly higher number of TTC in the visual-first group than
in the visual-second group, showing cross-modal learning effects.
Similar findings were observed between the auditory-first group
and the auditory-second group. These differences were greater for
the visual than the auditory tasks and for the non-semantic stimuli
than for the semantic stimuli.
The main effects showed that in the visual modality, participants who performed the visual task after the auditory task
required significantly fewer TTC (Figure 4C) and obtained more
correct answers on T3 than those who performed the visual task
first [TTC: F(1,18) = 8.93, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.33; T3: F(1,18) = 11.70,
p < 0.01, η2 = 0.39]. Thus, performing the auditory spatial memory
task before the visual spatial memory task significantly improved
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recalled on trial 3 (T3) of the spatial memory task for non-semantic and
semantic stimuli. More semantic stimuli than non-semantic stimuli were
correctly recalled in both sessions in the auditory and visual modalities. This
effect was generally significant, and approached significance in Session 2 of
the auditory task. Performance was significantly better in Session 2 than 1 in
both modalities. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ♦p < 0.1. The bars show
the SEM.

performance on the visual spatial memory task, indicating a
cross-modal learning effect. In addition, there was an interaction between Semantic Property and First Task in terms of TTC
[F(1,18) = 11.36, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.04], where individuals who
performed the visual task second had a smaller difference in TTC
between semantic and non-semantic images, compared to the
visual-first group. Thus, practice from the same task in a different modality helped bridge the gap between semantic and nonsemantic stimuli. There was also a significant interaction between
Session and First Task [F(1,18) = 4.74, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.04], where
the visual-second group had a smaller difference in T3 correct
answers between Sessions 1 and 2 than the visual-first group. This
interaction strongly approached significance in terms of TTC
[F(1,18) = 3.86, p = 0.065, η2 = 0.04]. Thus, the visual-second
group benefited less from practice than the visual-first group
within the visual task, most likely because they had already benefited from the auditory task. This is supported by the fact that
the scores of the visual-second group were still better than those
of the visual-first group.
Independent samples t-tests were conducted in order to assess
the difference in TTC associated with semantic and non-semantic
stimuli between visual-first and second groups. The two groups
were found to be significantly different in TTC for non-semantic
stimuli in Session 1 [t(18) = −4.94, p < 0.001; Figure 4C]. This
effect approached significance for semantic stimuli in Session 1
[t(18) = −1.38, p = 0.092; Figure 4A] and non-semantic stimuli in
Session 2 [t(18) = −1.43, p = 0.085; Figure 4B)].
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FigurE 4 | Cross-modal learning effects. (A,B) Comparison of scores
between participants who performed the auditory task first and participants
who performed the auditory task second, i.e., after the visual task. There is a
tendency toward significance for the performance to be different in Session 1
between the two groups for the non-semantic stimuli. A cross-modal learning
effect is apparent: the participants who performed the auditory task second
performed better on the auditory task. (C,D) Comparison of scores between
participants who performed the visual task first and participants who performed

In the auditory task, the main effects showed that participants
performed better in terms of TTC when they were administered
the auditory task after the visual task rather than before, and this
effect approached significance [F(1,18) = 3.39, p = 0.082, η2 = 0.16].
However, there was no difference in the number of correct answers
on T3, p = 0.842.
Independent samples t-tests were conducted to assess the difference in TTC related to semantic and non-semantic stimuli between
auditory-first and second groups. In Session 1, the auditory-second
group performed better with non-semantic stimuli than the
auditory-first group (Figure 4A) and this effect strongly approached
significance [t(18) = 1.62, p = 0.061]. The other comparisons were
found to be non-significant, p > 0.05 (Figures 4A,B). This suggests
that there is a cross-modal practice effect that transfers from the
visual to the auditory task, and that the processing of non-semantic
sounds benefits more from this practice than semantic sounds.
QuestIonnaIre

In their responses to the questionnaire, all 20 participants reported
naming the semantically meaningful sounds, and 10 participants
reported naming at least one of the non-semantically meaningful
sounds. Many of the names for non-semantic sounds that participants came up with were abstract, e.g., “rustling,” “noise,” “scaring.”
The names participants assigned to semantic sounds, when listed,
were always correct. The names assigned to non-semantic sounds
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the visual task second, i.e., after the auditory task. There is a significant
difference in Session 1 performance on non-semantic stimuli between the two
groups. There is also a difference in performance related to semantic stimuli in
Session 1 and non-semantic stimuli in Session 2, and this approached
significance. A cross-modal learning effect is apparent: the participants who
performed the visual task second performed better on the visual task. NS,
non-semantically meaningful stimuli; S, semantically meaningful stimuli;
***p < 0.001, ♦p < 0.1. The bars show the SEM.

were never correct and had no agreement among participants with
one exception: two participants reported naming one of the sounds
“ocean.”
In response to the visual task, 16 of 20 participants reported
naming the semantically meaningful pictures, and seven participants reported naming at least one of the non-semantically
meaningful pictures. For those who listed them, names of semantic pictures were always correct. The names assigned to the nonsemantic pictures usually related to color, e.g., “good green” and
“gross green.” Only one participant reported naming any of the
non-semantic pictures using concrete names of objects (“coleslaw”
and “guacamole”) rather than color.

dIscussIon
effect of seMantIc elaboratIon

The locations of semantically meaningful stimuli were easier to
learn and remember than those of non-semantically meaningful
stimuli when presented in both the auditory and visual modalities.
This finding indicates that naming a stimulus, which involves basic
semantic elaboration, leads to better spatial memory for sounds
and pictures than does merely perceiving a stimulus. One possible
explanation is that the representation of semantic objects can be
accessed more readily than that for non-semantic objects. This
easier access can then help retrieve the location of the object from
a cognitive map. Alternatively, the formation of a cognitive map
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could be facilitated by the pre-existing semantic information of
its individual components. This is supported by a study by Hardt
and Nadel (2009), in which the authors showed that people build a
cognitive map using concrete cues present in the environment but
not abstract paintings, in an adaptation of the Morris Water Maze
where both types of cues are available. However, they are able to
incorporate the abstract paintings into a cognitive map when asked
to do so. Thus, people have a tendency to use concrete nameable
cues to construct a cognitive representation of an environment,
although they can also use abstract cues.
Half of the participants reported producing names for the
non-semantic sounds; fewer named the non-semantic pictures.
Participants generally reported naming the non-semantic sounds
after they named the semantic sounds. Because familiar objects
already have names, they would likely have been learned first.
Another possibility is that participants ignored the non-semantic
stimuli and began with learning the semantic stimuli because
they had pre-existing names. The non-semantic stimuli could be
assigned names later, rendering them easier to remember than if a
mere perceptual representation was used.
Several factors can contribute to the faster learning of the location of nameable stimuli. For example, as suggested by previous
research, naming a stimulus likely provides a secondary pathway
for encoding, thus supplementing the direct perceptual pathway.
Marks (1989) showed that elaborative processing of picture names
aids in later retention of the picture names, but not in recall of
the perceptual details of the pictures. Jones (1974) showed that
pictorial representations of paired associates during encoding
led to significant improvements in recall relative to recall for the
words alone, supporting the two-pathway hypothesis for better
memory. Klatzky et al. (2002) showed that spatial locations of
words can be learned perceptually through vision or audition
as well as semantically from a verbal description of the locations. The results of Marks (1989), Jones (1974), and Klatzky et al.
(2002) suggest that using two pathways to encode memories is
superior to using only one in terms of how quickly information
about a stimulus is learned and how well it is later remembered.
This experiment provides direct support for this concept. The
non-semantic stimuli had only one encoding pathway, which
was perceptual, at least at the beginning of the learning phase.
The semantic stimuli, which were readily nameable, provided
the immediate opportunity to use two pathways: the perceptual
pathway and the semantic pathway, both of which would converge
onto regions critical for spatial learning. The fact that semantic
stimuli were easier to learn than the non-semantic stimuli could
be explained by the use of two pathways to encode the stimuli,
instead of one.
In addition, the difference between the learning rate of the location of semantic and non-semantic stimuli may be related to the
fact that the semantic stimuli are more familiar and consequently
may appear more distinct to the participant. Familiarity and distinctiveness have both been shown to lead to a stronger semantic
representation and better recognition memory of visual stimuli
(Valentine and Bruce, 1986; Gauthier and Tarr, 1997). Conversely,
it has also been suggested that elaborative processing leads to more
distinctiveness, and distinctiveness alone produces a better memory
trace (Marks, 1989). The semantically meaningful stimuli in this
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study were nameable, but were also more familiar and more distinct than the non-semantically meaningful stimuli. It is therefore
possible that it is easier to form a spatial map of familiar stimuli
than non-familiar stimuli, which would lead to faster learning of
the semantic pictures and sounds. Although the semantic stimuli
were pictures of familiar objects or sounds made by familiar objects,
the pictures and sounds themselves were new to each participant at
the beginning of each session. Familiarity and distinctiveness were
not intended to be dissociated from nameability in this study, and
all three factors likely contributed to the difference in the learning
rate between non-semantic and semantic stimuli.
Alternatively, research participants may not have formed a
spatial map of the stimuli, but may have used paired associations
between stimulus and location instead. Verbalizing the location
could have made it easier to form a paired association between
the name of the location and the name of a stimulus than with
a perceptual representation of the stimulus, as both the stimulus
and its location would be represented in the same way. We know
from verbal reports that names were sometimes produced for the
non-semantic stimuli. The question is whether participants also
used a verbal description of the locations. Based on participants’
reports, we found that this was not the case. No participant reported
naming the locations in the auditory modality or in the visual
modality. This suggests that the verbal label was generated toward
developing a semantic representation of the stimuli and was not
used to learn the location itself. In fact, all participants reported
using purely visual or spatial strategies to remember the locations
of the stimuli, and many reported using visual cues on the computer monitor or of folds in the curtain covering the auditory array.
Several participants reported forming a “spatial map” or “auditory
map” in their heads.
Additionally, we asked whether participants could have confused the various non-semantic stimuli. If they had, we would have
expected correct memory for locations and incorrect identification
of the objects occupying these locations. However, this was not the
case as locations of semantic stimuli were learned very precisely
with relative ease, in contrast to the locations of non-semantic
stimuli which remained less precise for a greater number of trials
in both modalities. In other words, rather than merely swapping
the locations of two non-semantic stimuli, participants were less
precise in remembering the locations of non-semantic stimuli than
those of semantic stimuli. This is important as it implies that the difference between recall for locations of non-semantic and semantic
stimuli is not due to difficulties in recognizing the more abstract,
less familiar non-semantic stimuli.
Finally, the performance discrepancy between semantic and
non-semantic stimuli was smaller in the auditory task than in the
visual task. A potential explanation for this effect is that the nonsemantically meaningful sounds, although hard to recognize (as
in the baboon call and the chains grinding), are not inherently
abstract sounds. In the case of non-semantically meaningful pictures, these were fully abstract since they did not represent any kind
of object. More participants tried to name non-semantic sounds
than non-semantic images. Thus, participants could have identified the non-semantic sounds to a greater extent, which would
result in a performance that was closer to the performance related
to semantic sounds.
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Based on the results of this study, we may conclude that naming
stimuli, an elementary form of semantic elaboration, can facilitate spatial memory and the formation of a cognitive map. It can
thus improve memory for the specific locations of those stimuli
and render this memory superior to that of the locations of nonnameable stimuli.
cross-Modal learnIng effects

The order of presentation was counterbalanced, so that half of
the participants performed the visual task first (visual-first) while
the other half performed the visual task after the auditory task
(auditory-first). The results in both modalities represent an average
of these two groups, but if the groups are examined separately, a
cross-modal practice effect is seen.
Performance on the visual task was better for the visual-second
group than for the visual-first group in both sessions, especially
for the non-semantic stimuli. This indicates that there is an effect
of practice from the auditory task, and that the effect transfers
from the auditory modality to the visual modality. Similarly,
performance on the auditory task was better for the auditorysecond group than for the auditory-first group in both sessions,
and again there was a greater difference for non-semantic stimuli
than for semantic stimuli. This result parallels that of the auditory
task and implies that there is an effect of practice on the auditory
task that transfers from the auditory to the visual modality. Thus,
this practice effect crosses modalities in both directions; auditory
practice extends to the visual task, and visual practice extends to
the auditory task. However, the cross-modal effect was smaller
in the auditory task. This could be explained by the fact that
cross-modal practice seems to benefit non-semantic processing
more than semantic processing. Taking part in the auditory or
visual task second resulted in enhanced spatial localization for
non-semantic stimuli, whereas localization accuracy of semantic
stimuli generally closely resembled that of the group that was
performing the task as their first task. As mentioned above, performance related to non-semantic sounds was more similar to
semantic sounds, in comparison to performance associated with
non-semantic and semantic images, which was more different.
Thus, in the auditory task, there was less room for amelioration, since non-semantic sounds were not completely abstract
and were more similar to semantic sounds. In summary, the
similarity between semantic and non-semantic sounds limited
the emergence of a bigger cross-modal effect, which affects nonsemantic stimuli more than semantic stimuli.
There was also an effect of practice within each task. Performance
was better in the second session than in the first session. Interestingly,
the visual-second group benefited less from practicing the visual
task from Session 1 to Session 2 than the vision-first group. Since
their overall performance was still better than the visual-first group,
it implies that they initially gained greater practice effects from the
auditory task. Thus, once they were administered the visual task,
they had already improved performance, indicating that the learning curve is steeper early on.
The observed practice effects could be related to non-specific
factors, such as an increase in comfort level associated with the testing, or perhaps we have tapped into something more interesting.
For example, people may develop a new strategy or technique for
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performing the task during their very first session, and this strategy
may be applicable in subsequent sessions. This is especially apparent
in the large difference between the two groups for the non-semantic
stimuli (Figure 4A). The fact that there is little difference between
memory for locations of non-semantic and semantic sounds in
the auditory-second group implies that people develop a specific
technique for remembering non-semantic stimuli.
Another potential explanation for these cross-modality effects
involves mental imagery, the process of bringing perceptual information to consciousness. Many neuroimaging and lesion studies
have reported that the same brain areas are recruited during perception and mental imagery (Kosslyn et al., 2001), whether it be
in the auditory (Zatorre and Halpern, 1993; Zatorre et al., 1996;
Halpern and Zatorre, 1999) or visual modality (Farah, 1984;
Levine et al., 1985; De Vreese, 1991; Young et al., 1994; Chatterjee
and Southwood, 1995; O’Craven and Kanwisher, 2000). When
remembering the locations of the stimuli, many participants
reported using spatial cues and forming maps in their heads,
processes that may very well involve imagery. As such, both
the auditory and visual tasks may have required mental spatial
imagery. A study by Ghaem et al. (1997) supports this hypothesis.
In this study, people learned to navigate along landmarks in a real
environment. Later, positron emission tomography (PET) was
used to image the brain while people imagined walking down
the same path, among imagined landmarks. Mental imagery of
the navigation experience led to activation of the hippocampus
and neighboring medial temporal lobe regions (Ghaem et al.,
1997). The brain areas responsible for encoding and retrieving
spatial locations of the stimuli, such as the hippocampus, may
then respond better to auditory or visual stimuli due to triggered imagery (Amedi et al., 2005) and lead to better memory
because stored representations of the stimuli are accessed more
readily. Mental imagery may also explain why performance for
semantic stimuli was better than that for non-semantic stimuli,
as imagining concrete nameable objects is easier than imagining
abstract non-nameable objects.
Various processes like object recognition are inherently multisensory. An object can be characterized by its appearance, its
sounds, its texture, its smell, its taste, etc., and thus information
is taken from diverse sensory modalities to provide a unified
perception of an object. Various brain areas process information
from different sensory inputs, which converge and are integrated
to form this unified representation (Amedi et al., 2005). Thus,
an object presented under different modalities can activate the
same representation in the brain. Integration occurs in highorder processing areas but also at the primary cortical level
(Schroeder and Foxe, 2005; Ghazanfar and Schroeder, 2006).
Importantly, anatomical connections have been shown to exist
between the visual and auditory primary cortices (Falchier et al.,
2002; Rockland and Ojima, 2003). Other studies (see Schroeder
and Foxe, 2005; Ghazanfar and Schroeder, 2006 for reviews) have
found that visual processing sometimes takes place in the auditory cortex and that auditory processing sometimes takes place in
the visual cortex (Zangenehpour and Zatorre, 2010). In addition,
Schneider et al. (2008) have demonstrated that object identification was facilitated by cross-modal priming in the auditory and
visual modalities.
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Moreover, in the macaque monkey, it was shown that visual, auditory, somatosensory, and multimodal association areas send projections to the entorhinal, perirhinal, and parahippocampal cortices
(Jones and Powell, 1970; Van Hoesen and Pandya, 1975; Van Hoesen
et al., 1975; Seltzer and Pandya, 1976; Mesulam and Mufson, 1982;
Mufson and Mesulam, 1982; Suzuki and Amaral, 1994a). These cortices then relay the sensory inputs to the hippocampus (Van Hoesen
and Pandya, 1975; Van Hoesen et al., 1975; Insausti et al., 1987; Suzuki
and Amaral, 1994b). In addition, the hippocampus projects back
to various association cortices, including the orbitofrontal, medial
frontal, anterior temporal, and posterior temporal association cortices (Rosene and Van Hosen, 1987; Van Hoesen, 1995). Some of
these outputs project directly to the association cortices, however
most are relayed through the entorhinal cortex (Kosel et al., 1982;
Van Hoesen, 1995). These relays of information to and from the hippocampus may therefore prime the hippocampus and make it more
sensitive to upcoming stimulation. Since object location activates
the hippocampus, it is possible that the presentation of an object
location task in one modality primes the hippocampus and accelerates processing involved in locating objects in a different modality,
therefore accounting for the observed cross-modal effects.
Thus, visual imagery, hippocampal activation, and cross-modal
processing in unimodal areas and associative cortex may all serve as
priming processes which help produce better “what” and “where”
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conclusIon

Naming sounds and pictures, a form of semantic elaboration,
makes the locations of sounds and pictures easier to remember
than if the stimuli are merely perceived without names. This is
true for both the visual and auditory modalities, even after some
practice with the task. Additionally, taking part in an object location task in one modality seems to enhance performance of the
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map.
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